
SIRIUS 
AND FORTINET
As one of Fortinet’s Advanced Partners, Sirius is a top-tier partner in Fortinet’s Engage Partner Program. 
Our national team of experts is uniquely positioned to help your organization leverage Fortinet® solutions to 
address digital transformation security requirements, protect your network, and meet business objectives.

SECURITY

NETWORK SECURITY PROTECTS YOUR ENTIRE ATTACK SURFACE
Today’s digital innovation is forcing organizations to redesign their networks. The perimeter—once a narrow point of 
access for the network edge—now extends across the entire IT infrastructure, and introduces new requirements across 
the data center, wide-area network (WAN), local-area network (LAN), and cloud edge. Over a third of data breaches in 
2020 were the result of social engineering. That’s why providing better security along with redesigning the network is 
critical for all businesses.

Fortinet offers more than 30 cybersecurity solution lines—including SD-WAN, endpoint (EDR), SASE and OT—and 
secures some of the largest enterprises and government organizations around the world. Sirius and Fortinet partner 
to provide proven security solutions and services that include an integrated fabric to reduce risks, efforts and costs. 
Sirius provides a host of services to define strategies, identify threats, and deploy optimal technologies from Fortinet’s 
portfolio.

Sirius draws on decades of experience from across 
the IT spectrum to help you focus on what’s valuable, 
move protection closer to the point of risk, and adapt 
your security practices to meet current threats. We 
provide world-class technology solutions, expert 
implementation and advisory services, top-ranked 

managed services, and proven methodologies backed by 
customized testing in our state-of-the-art Technology 
Enablement Center. We help to advance your security 
program and optimize your overall IT risk management 
strategy so you can protect your data, your intellectual 
property, and your brand.

AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO CYBERSECURITY
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THE FORTINET ZERO-TRUST ACCESS FRAMEWORK
To protect networks and applications, network administrators must apply a zero-trust access approach and provide least-access 
privileges. Implementing zero-trust access includes requiring strong authentication capabilities, powerful network access control 
technologies, and pervasive application access controls. The Fortinet Zero Trust Access (ZTA) framework uses a tightly integrated 
collection of security solutions that help organizations identify and classify all users and devices that seek network and application 
access.

FortiGate next-generation firewalls (NGFWs) can communicate within the comprehensive Fortinet security portfolio as well as 
with third-party security solutions in a multivendor environment utilizing the Fortinet Security Fabric. FortiGate NGFWs 
seamlessly integrate with artificial intelligence (AI)-driven FortiGuard and FortiSandbox services to protect against known and 
zero-day threats, and to improve operational efficiency through integration with Fabric Management Center.

SD-WAN: ONE WAN EDGE POWERED 
BY ONE OS
Traditional WAN architectures can only route through 
multiprotocol label switching (MPLS). Fortinet Secure 
SD-WAN provides the benefits of Software as a Service 
(SaaS), public cloud apps and unified communications, 
while also improving remote worker performance, ensuring 
secure application usage, and helping to lower total cost of 
ownership (TCO). Fortinet’s Secure SD-WAN uses a security-
driven networking approach to improve user experience and 
simplify operations at the WAN Edge.

ENDPOINT & DEVICE SECURITY 
PROTECTION SOLUTIONS
To protect endpoints at the network edge, Fortinet delivers 
device security that enables you to see, control and protect 
all devices across your network and beyond. With endpoint 
protection solutions integrated tightly with the Fortinet 
Security Fabric, organizations can gain visibility, enable 
advanced protection, reduce the attack surface, achieve 
dynamic access control, detect and diffuse threats in real 
time, and automate and orchestrate responses, incident 
investigation and threat hunting.

CLOUD
Distributed environments and increased teleworker 
demands require a more complete and secure cloud strategy. 
Sirius and Fortinet provide efficient, fast migration and 
optimization to implement a multicloud security strategy. 
Sirius security experts can help deploy the Fortinet Security 
Fabric and Fortinet Dynamic Cloud Security for public cloud 
providers to extend seamless security across distributed 
cloud deployments. Integrated defenses, including FortiGate 
NGFWs and FortiWeb, protect web applications and ensure 
risk-free cloud expansion.

MANAGEMENT & ANALYTICS
FortiManager supports network operations use cases for 
centralized management, best practices compliance and 
workflow automation to provide better protection against 
breaches. FortiAnalyzer is part of the Fortinet Security Fabric 
and provides security fabric analytics and automation to 
provide better detection and response against risks.


